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The Deliberate Dilettante
Once againThurbin strikes that balance
between personal memoir and real life
situations that everyone can relate to. The
Deliberate Dilettante is neither sequel nor
prequel to her previous work,The Itinerant
Pleasure Seeker, but like it, this book is
comprised of a series of vignettes. And
once again, the biographical accounts of
Thurbins adventures and misdaventures
make no effort to hide the authors own
shortcomings and misjudgments. Some of
her exploits beggar belief while others
involve hardly a foray away from home.
The book is written in roughly
chronological order, but each chapter tells a
story and can stand on its own; So it can be
read either in its entirety or as individual
chapters that are of particular interest to the
reader. Perhaps less of a travelogue than
her previous work, it nonetheless includes
a plethora of useful and interesting
information about the various places the
authors travels have taken her - and affords
the reader the benefit of Thurbins hindsight
in order to avoid the pitfalls she
encountered, should the reader venture to
those hinterlands him or herself. Thurbin
manages through it all to retain a sense of
humour, the one essential item that
travellers to destinations both far and near
must not forget to pack.
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